
2.830 Spring ı994
Fact Sheet for First Order Systems

Step Response u(t) = unit step = 1 t ~O

i = ax+bu x(O) = O

x(t) = - b (1- eat) = br(l _ e-tır)
a

bSteady-state value Xss = --- = bra

-.r ~FirstOrderl ~ ��
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Initial Slope:

@t=O x(O)= O; : = ~ = br
Impulse Response:

d
Since the unit impulse ö(t) = ct1step)

d
then X(t)impulse= d1x(t)step);

d= dt (bt(1-e-ti't) = b e-th

which looks the same as the
homogenous, initial condition
response, i.,e. a simple decaying
exponential.
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2.830 Control of Manurfacturing Processes Spring 1994

Repeated Roots for Second Order Systems:

For the differential equation: y +2( (f)nY + OJn2y = Ku(t) , when ç = 1.0, the system is
said to be critically damped and solution of the characteristic equation:
s + 2(mns + OJn

2 = O leads to two identical roots Sı=S2 = -çeon=eon.

For this special case the homogenous solutions is given by:

For the initial conditions : y(O) = YO and y(O) = O, the solution for Aj and A2 is:
Aı =YO
A2 = - sj A] = -sıyo

So the Homogeneous solution is given by:

If we now substitute sı= -eon, the solution becomes:

The two terms in this equation are shown below for the case of ü)n = 1, and YO = 1.0:
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Homogenous Response for ç= ı,wn = ı and y(O) = 1.0

Note that the final curve for y(t) does not go below zero, but instead asymptotically
approaches the final value of Ofrom above.
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Non-Dimensional Step Response for Second Order Systems

The step response of an underdamped second order system defined by the equation
.y + 2SOJny + OJn2y = Ku(t) ,

when y(O) = O and y(O) = O, and

Yssis the final value of y as t->oo is given by:

[

-Çwı ]
y(t) = Yss 1-PCOS(OJdt+ LfI)

Since OJ,Z always appears as the product OJ,zt; we can plot this product ass the independent
variable. This implies that mn serves as a time scalar for the response. This also shows
that the damping ratio ç serves to scale the shape of the response, since it now determines
the response envelope expt-i; OJnt).

We can also non-dimnesionalize the output by dividing through by Yssthereby creating
the equation:

y* =[1- ~COS(~I-'2t + Vf)] where r = OJ,zt and y" = yy(t)
1- S2 ss

This equation can be plotted for various values of S:
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Step Response Specifications:

Various measures are used to define the step response of a dynamic system. These
include:

Mp = percent overshoot

tsl2% = time to stay within ± 2% of the final value CtsIS% is also commonly used)

t,I100% = rise time= time to reach 100% of final value the first time.

Since a critically or overdamped system will never reach 100% of the final value, we also
define other rise times, such as:

t,190% = time to reach 90% of final value

tp = the peak time = time of maximum overshoot.

These measures are applicable to the step response of any system (regardless of İts order),
but they have specific analytical values for first and second order systems.
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